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A customized, cost effective solution to property relocation.

Getting to know Dreammove
Dreammove is an independently owned Manchester based company,
with a number of experienced property relocation consultants located
throughout the Midlands and the North of England. All our operating
consultants have numerous years experience within the property and
relocation industry and have worked in assisting the relocation of
numerous multinational clients.
Dreammove offers a comprehensive relocation and
management package to both businesses and
individuals alike. We identify that each and every
relocation need for both people and companies is
unique and due to this each package is customised
to suit the client’s needs.
Dreammove searches and procures the
whole spectrum of properties throughout
England via our contacts and networks
established over numerous years. Our aim
is not just to meet your expectations but
to exceed them through our professional
service with a local feel.

A customized, cost effective solution to property relocation.

Services
Customised property solutions
Relocating either yourself or having the responsibility of relocating your employees is
highly stressful and time consuming. In addition to this, there are often unforeseen costs
and unplanned elements of relocating which can often be forgotten resulting in a large
amount of stress.
Dreammove can prevent this and turn the stress of relocation into an exciting and
adventurous new chapter in your life. The complete relocation package is taken care
of for you from the procurement of suitable properties and negotiating preferential
lease terms, to carrying out an inventory of the property and familiarising the client with
the property and the area on the day of the move.

Cost saving technique
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Allowing the professionals to take care of the
relocation process for you will ensure that all costs
are accounted for and are clearly highlighted to the
guest at the initial stages of consultation.
This is particularly true for business employees on
secondments where the company could potentially
save between 40% - 70% per serviced
accommodation when compared to a hotel. In
addition to this the standard of the property is
generally better than that of a hotel room, giving the
client a more comfortable, relaxing atmosphere of a
new home rather than an impersonal hotel room.

Personalized extras
Dreammove understands that relocating and settling into your new property and
location is difficult, particularly in the early stages. Due to this all our consultants meet the
client on the move in day and provide them with the relevant information on their new
area along with the local facilities and entertainment available.
Dreammove also recognises that the client will often be very busy with work
commitments and due to this a full cleaning and linen package of the apartment is
available as well as multiple other services also.

A customized, cost effective solution to property relocation.

Why choose Dreammove?
Location specific
All our consultants are local to the specific area the client is looking to relocate, and
have a detailed knowledge and an extensive network of property professionals.

Transparent pricing procedure
Our pricing is clearly defined from the initial phases of correspondence and
continues to be throughout the process to allow the client to be in control of their
costs at all times.

Customisation
Each relocation package is moulded to the needs and expectations of the client.
Dreammove provides package suggestions to simplify the whole relocation process
but elements of each of these packages can be added or removed easily.

Reduced Stress
The process is managed from start to finish with minimal interruption to the clients
work or personal life. Upon a clear understanding of the client’s needs and
expectations the whole process is made simple for them due to the expertise of our
consultants.

Aftercare team
Our team will follow up with the client on the successful relocation to offer any
further assistance they may require to settle into the new property and/or location.

Want to know more about our Relocation Services?
Dont hesitate to contact us by any of the methods below
t: +44 (0) 7544 377 403
e: contact@dreammoverelocation.com
w: www.dreammoverelocation.com

A customized, cost effective solution to property relocation.

